
 

 
 

6 February 2015 
 

A register of lobbying should be established, says Committee 
 

A register of lobbying should be established according to a report issued 
today by the Scottish Parliament’s Standards, Procedures and Public 
Appointments Committee.  
 
The proposed register would make information about lobbying activity around 
decisions made by Parliament and Government more transparent and 
accessible to the public. 
 
The proposed register would cover ‘significant’ lobbying activity. This is where 
organisations have sustained contact with politicians or where organisations 
spend significant money employing staff to seek to influence MSPs. 
 
Committee Convener, Stewart Stevenson MSP said: 
 
“Lobbying is a legitimate, valuable and necessary part of a healthy 
democracy. The more voices that feed into the Parliament and Government 
the more informed we are in our decision making and scrutiny. But a 
Parliament founded on openness must seek to make clear who is lobbying, on 
what issues, and why. 
 
“We are aware of the valuable contributions made by all sectors in Scotland 
and no proposals are being made that could impact on this.” 
 
The Scottish Government announced in June 2013 that it intended to legislate 
on the issue of lobbying and the Committee is recommending that the 
Government use its proposals as a basis for legislation. 
 
Stewart Stevenson continued: 
 
“Ever since it indicated it would legislate on lobbying, the Government has 
made clear the Parliament should have a central role in the policy 
development. The Committee is unanimous in recommending change, and its 
proposals have been consulted on to ensure they’re practical and not overly 
bureaucratic.  
 
“The proposals are also a deliberate departure from the approach taken in UK 
lobbying legislation. The Scottish register would go beyond details of the 
lobbyists; it would detail the lobbying activity taking place. It would also cover 



in-house lobbyists as opposed to singling out consultant lobbyists. We want 
organisations to register based on what they do not who they are.” 
 
Background 
 
In May 2013, Neil Findlay MSP lodged a final proposal for a member’s bill on 
the issue of lobbying. The Scottish Government’s announcement that it would 
introduce legislation on this topic meant that the member’s bill could no longer 
be introduced. 
 
The Committee’s inquiry remit was to:  
 
“examine whether there is a problem, either actual or perceived, with lobbying 
and, if so, how this can most effectively be addressed; to what extent a 
register of lobbyists would help with this process, who such a register should 
cover and how it would be operated in practice; and whether other steps 
might be needed to improve probity and transparency in this area.” 
 
More information about the Committee’s inquiry can be found via the 
Committee’s webpages: 
 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/
68068.aspx 
 
Media information 
Linda Peters: 0131 348 6962 
Text Relay calls welcome 
linda.peters@scottish.parliament.uk 
 
Committee information 
Roz Thomson: 0131 348 5177 
Text Relay calls welcome 
roz.thomson@scottish.parliament.uk 
 
Public information 

 Telephone: 0800 092 7500  
 Textphone users can contact us on 0800 092 7100  
 We also welcome calls using the Text Relay service  
 Text message: 07786 209888  
 sp.info@scottish.parliament.uk  

 
You can also follow us on twitter @scotparl #SPlobbying 
 
Like us on Facebook for updates on news and events 
 
Or find out more on YouTube    
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